1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The steady increase of carbon dioxide, CO~2~, concentration released in the atmosphere is considered the main factor responsible for global climate changes. However, in spite of all the efforts to decrease its emissions, CO~2~ can be considered as a low-cost, abundant, and renewable carbon source. In this context, great interest has been addressed to its potential use to produce materials of commercial interest.^[@ref1]−[@ref6]^

Its conversion into useful products and chemicals is unfortunately hindered by its high thermodynamic stability and therefore low reactivity. Hence, the field of green and sustainable chemistry is focusing much interest in developing efficient catalytic process for CO~2~ conversion into valuable compounds.^[@ref7]^ Among these, increasing attention has been addressed to catalytic cycloaddition of CO~2~ to epoxides, which leads to the production of cyclic carbonates and polycarbonates.^[@ref8]−[@ref16]^ Cyclic carbonates are relevant chemical products with several applications and high utility in the industrial process.^[@ref17]−[@ref21]^ Many different catalytic systems have been proposed, including ionic liquids,^[@ref22]^ bifunctional or binary complexes,^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ and quaternary onium salts, i.e., ammonium salts, which have shown high activity and stability for this reaction.^[@ref25]^ In a previous work,^[@ref26]^ we have investigated the fixation reaction of CO~2~ into styrene oxide, SO, for the production of a styrene carbonate catalyzed by the nonsymmetrical aluminum catalyst Al1cat. The uncatalyzed reaction has been also investigated along with the binary system Al1cat/TBAB (TBAB = tetrabutylammonium bromide). In agreement with other previous theoretical investigations, our results have shown that the non-catalyzed reaction requires very high energy barriers that can be notably reduced thanks to the introduction of catalysts. Moreover, the results obtained by our quantum-mechanical investigation rationalized the experimental findings and provided an understanding of the reaction process at the molecular level. Our findings explained why the presence of the binary Al1cat/TBAB catalytic system facilitates the cycloaddition of CO~2~ to styrene oxide in comparison with both uncatalyzed and TBAB- and Al1cat-catalyzed processes.

Among the several studied bifunctional quaternary onium catalysts, those containing iodide halide and having a hydroxy group have been found very efficient catalysts under mild reaction conditions for fixation of CO~2~.^[@ref27]^ Alkali halides represent also potential nontoxic, cheap, abundant, and "green" catalysts for CO~2~ cycloaddition reactions. Yet, their low activity requires the presence of hydroxyl substances, acting as co-catalyst, to improve the activity toward a CO~2~ cycloaddition reaction.^[@ref28]^

Lee et al.^[@ref29]^ reported the remarkable efficiency of bis-terminal hydroxy polyethers as a new class of an all-purpose promoter system. Their study was based on the two important concepts of "naked" and "flexible" halide ions. On one hand, alkali metal fluorides' solubility can be increased using crown ethers that generate a "naked" fluoride ion. However, the strong basicity of fluoride limits their application in chemical reactions, leading to the formation of by-products. On the other hand, the use of bulky protic solvents and CsF leads to a reduced basicity of the nucleophile thanks to the formation of controlled hydrogen bonding, thus generating a "flexible" fluoride ion. Based on these observations, Lee et al.^[@ref29]^ designed bis-terminal hydroxy polyethers that act as multifunctional organic promoters in several organic reactions via a cooperative activation mechanism: the polyether chelates the cation acting as a Lewis base. Thanks to the notably reduced interaction between fluoride and potassium, the nucleophile is freed and the solubility of the salts is enhanced; simultaneously, a hydrogen bond is formed between fluoride anion and one of the two OH groups, thus reducing the nucleophile's basicity, while the second OH group most likely activates by hydrogen bonding the electrophile and, therefore, stabilize the transition state.

Based on these observations, recently, Kaneko and Shirakawa^[@ref30]^ have reported a practical method for the production of cyclic carbonates assisted by a potassium iodide tetraethylene glycol complex, KI-tEG, catalyst under mild reaction conditions (atmospheric pressure, 40 °C).

In their study, the authors confirm the production of a complex formed by tetraethylene glycol, tEG, and potassium salts^[@ref31]−[@ref34]^ whose production contribute to increase iodide nucleophilic ability.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ The authors also suggest that the activation of the epoxide substrates occur through hydrogen bond interactions with the terminal hydroxy groups of tEG. Kaneko and Shirakawa^[@ref30]^ also studied the effect of different glycols and alkali metal salts pointing out the importance of both the hydroxy groups of tetraethylene glycol, tEG, and the iodide of the alkali metal salt in the CO~2~ fixation reaction. On the basis of their experimental findings, they proposed the reaction mechanism shown in [Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}.

![Proposed Catalytic Cycle](ao0c01572_0006){#sch1}

Even though it is well-known that compounds containing hydroxyl groups are very effective co-catalysts for the alkali halide-catalyzed cycloaddition, the involved reaction mechanism is unclear. Density functional theory (DFT) investigation furnishes a powerful approach to elucidate the details of the co-catalytic mechanism.

We present here a rigorous computational analysis of the suggested mechanistic scheme for the fixation process of CO~2~ with SO chosen as model substrate for the formation of a cyclic carbonate via the use of a KI--tEG complex. Our choice was motivated by the sustainability of the KI-tEG catalyst used by Shirakawa's group.^[@ref30]^ In fact, polyethylene glycol (PEG) and, as mentioned above, alkali halides are non-toxic, bio-compatible, and bio-degradable and have become common alternative reaction media. Moreover, PEG is considered as a cheap, safe, low-cost, and abundantly available green solvent.^[@ref37]^

Our quantum-mechanical investigation aims also to prove the improved efficiency of the catalytic activity of metal halides in presence of glycols and evaluate how tetraethylene glycol's presence can increase iodide nucleophilicity and reduce the involved energy barriers. Moreover, in the present computational investigation, we also explore how different alkali metal salts and glycols affect the catalytic performance.

The results obtained from our computational study contribute to a better understanding of cyclic carbonate production from CO~2~ addition to epoxides. The knowledge gained from our quantum-mechanical investigation is indispensable for the improvement of the reaction conditions, and it can also be applied to a broader array of catalytic reactions.

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2}
=========================

We provide a comprehensive DFT investigation of the reaction mechanism involved in the cyclic carbonate production by direct reaction of CO~2~ and epoxide in the presence of MX-glycols (M = Na, K alkali metals; X = I, Cl, Br halides).

Styrene oxide was used as a model substrate. The overall reaction was first studied using the KI-tEG complex catalyst, and the rate determining step, RDS, was identified. To understand the effect of different glycols and alkali metal salts, the RDS was further investigated using different alkali metal salts and glycols. In order to evaluate the increase of the catalytic activity of the KI-tEG complex rather than KI metal salt alone, the reaction was also studied in the absence of glycol.

The uncatalyzed mechanism has been already investigated using several computational protocols. Applying the B3LYP/6-31G\*\* computational protocol, the computed gas-phase, zero-point-corrected barriers for the α and β pathways are determined to be 45.7 and 60.8 kcal/mol, respectively.^[@ref26]^ Zhang and co-workers^[@cit22d]^ report energy barrier values of 53.4 and 58.1 kcal/mol for the α and β pathways, respectively, calculated using the B3PW91 functional and 6-311++G (d, p) basis set. These results confirm that the uncatalyzed process involves very high energy barriers, and, therefore, catalysts need to be employed to reduce the involved energy.

In the next paragraph, we will first discuss the reaction between SO and KI. The following paragraph will present the details of the reaction mechanism, leading to the final cyclic carbonate product from styrene oxide and KI-tEG. The third and fourth paragraphs will clarify how the reaction mechanism and related RDS is influenced by the use of different alkali metal salts and glycols, respectively.

2.1. KI-Catalyzed Reaction {#sec2.1}
--------------------------

Previous experimental reports observed that almost no reaction occurs when a mixture of styrene oxide and KI alone was stirred for 24 h at room temperature (25 °C) under a CO~2~ atmosphere (1 atm, using a balloon), mainly because of the low reactivity and solubility of KI under the reaction conditions.^[@ref30]^

[Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the free-energy profiles along with the intercepted minima and transition states. The sum of the isolated reactant energies, KI, CO~2~, and SO, is set as zero for the calculation of relative free energies. Our DFT calculations show that when SO is added to KI, an intermediate, SO--KI, is formed. Such an intermediate, which lies at 1.2 kcal/mol below the entrance channel of the reaction, shows an O--K interaction between the O atom of styrene oxide and potassium, whose bond distance is 2.656 Å. The subsequent step is the ring opening occurring by nucleophilic attack of the iodide on the epoxide. Because of the presence of two different C atoms on the styrene oxide, two possible pathways need to be considered: the α pathway corresponds to I^--^ nucleophilic attack on the α carbon (most substituted carbon) of the styrene epoxide. The β considers the same nucleophilic attack on the β carbon (least substituted carbon). An energy barrier of 35.8 kcal/mol has been calculated for the α route that is about 2.0 kcal/mol more favored than the β pathway.

![Free-energy surface alongside optimized structures of minima and transition states for the KI-catalyzed fixation of CO~2~ with SO. The attacks on both Cα (solid line) and Cβ (dashed line) carbon of epoxide are reported. Energies are given in kcal/mol and relative to the reactants' asymptote.](ao0c01572_0001){#fig1}

To confirm our results, we have also computed the energy barriers considering the commonly used B3LYP^[@cit38a],[@cit38b]^ functional and ω-B97XD^[@cit38c]^ functional, which uses a version of Grimme's D2 dispersion mode. Following these computational protocols, the α pathway was identified as the favored one with computed energy barriers of 34.2 and 37.7 kcal/mol with B3LYP and ω-B97XD functionals, respectively. The alternative β route requires overcoming energy barriers of 36.3 kcal/mol when the B3LYP functional is used and 43.6 kcal/mol with ω-B97XD functional. These results are summarized in [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information. This difference was explained by NBO charge analysis^[@ref39]^ that shows a more negative charge on Cβ favoring the iodide nucleophilic attack on the more positive Cα (see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf) reported in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf), SI).

Han and collaborators^[@ref28]^ have studied the cycloaddition of CO~2~ with propylene oxide, PO, catalyzed by KI. Three different reaction mechanisms have been proposed, and an energy barrier of 37.6 kcal/mol has been calculated for the pathway analogous to our β pathway. The overcoming of these barriers leads to the formation of an oxi-anion species labeled Int2α and Int2β, which are very endothermic with respect to the previous intermediates and lies at 25.5 and 25.3 kcal/mol, respectively.

Even though the ring opening steps have shown very high energy barriers, we decided to investigate also the subsequent steps leading to the final cyclic carbonate product. Our calculations show that the insertion of a CO~2~ molecule onto the oxi-anion occurs without the existence of any transition state and leads to the formation of more stable linear carbonate intermediates, Int3α and Int3β, whose energy are 16.5 kcal/mol above the reactants' asymptote. Similar results were obtained by Han and co-workers^[@ref28]^ who attributed the lack of a TS to the large negative charge gained by the oxygen atom of the formed oxi-anion species, suggesting that the epoxy ring opening step is more important compared to the step of electrophilic attack of CO~2~.

The next and final step leads to the formation, of the cyclic carbonate product along both α and β pathways, via the transition states TS3α and TS3β, corresponding to the concerted ring closure and release of the iodide anion. The corresponding computed barriers are 15.9 and 13.8 kcal/mol, respectively.

All these results confirm that KI salt alone has the ability to reduce the energy barrier of the cycloaddition of CO~2~ with epoxides of about 20 kcal/mol thanks to the synergistic action of the potassium cation and iodide. Specifically, in the ring opening step, while the I anion attacks the epoxide carbon leading to the epoxy ring opening, potassium cation establishes an electrostatic attraction stabilizing the anionic group. In the subsequent cyclic carbonate formation step, the presence of K cation facilitates the release of the iodide, which is itself also a good leaving group, by electrostatic attraction. However, the involved energy barriers are still too high and co-catalysts have to be introduced to reduce the cycloaddition reaction energy barriers. As we will discuss in detail in the next paragraph, the nucleophilicity of halides in alkali metal salts is notably increased when bis-terminal hydroxy polyethers are added to the reaction system, leading to the formation of the MX-glycol complex, where M is an alkali metal and X a halide.^[@ref27],[@ref28],[@ref30]^

On the basis of those suggestions, we address catalytic performance changes when the reaction is performed using KI alkali metal salt in the presence of tetra-ethylene glycol.

2.2. KI-tEG Reaction {#sec2.2}
--------------------

In the proposed catalytic cycle, shown in [Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}, the authors^[@ref30]^ suggested that the epoxide is activated via double hydrogen bonding with hydroxy groups of tetraethylene glycol (Int1_KI-tEG). The activated epoxide then undergoes nucleophilic attack from an iodide anion to form Int2_KI-tEG. The reactive alkoxide in Int2_KI-tEG attacks CO~2~ to yield Int3_KI-tEG. The intramolecular ring-closing of the last intermediate forms the final cyclic carbonate product along with the regeneration of the KI--tetraethylene glycol complex catalyst.

[Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} outlines the free-energy profile and the optimized structures of the intercepted intermediates and transitions states, respectively. The sum of the isolated reactants energies, Glycol, KI, CO~2~, and SO, is set as zero for the calculation of relative free energies. We first investigated the formation of the KI-tEG complex catalyst. In agreement with the experimental suggestions, our calculations show that K cation interacts with the oxygen atoms of the glycol, while the H atoms of the hydroxy groups of tEG interact with the iodide. Those interactions contribute to significantly stabilize the formed intermediate whose energy lies 31.4 kcal/mol below the reference energy of the separated reactants.

![Free-energy surface for the KI-catalyzed fixation of CO~2~ with SO. The attacks on both Cα (solid line) and Cβ (dashed line) carbon of epoxide are reported. Energies are given in kcal/mol and relative to the reactants' asymptote.](ao0c01572_0002){#fig2}

![Optimized structures of minima and transition states for KI-tEG-catalyzed fixation of CO~2~ with SO along both α and β pathways.](ao0c01572_0003){#fig3}

In order to confirm the suggested lower nucleophilicity of iodide anion in KI alone with respect to the KI-tEG complex, NBO charge analysis^[@ref39]^ was performed. As reported in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, our DFT calculations show that the negative charge on iodide and the positive charge on potassium in the KI-tEG complex (−0.865 and +0.902) are both lower than that in KI (−0.939 and 0.939). Same trends are obtained when Hirshfeld charge analysis^[@ref40]^ is performed. However, the optimized cluster structures of the KI and KI-tEG complex show that the K--I bond distance is 0.109 Å longer in the KI-tEG complex than in KI. Therefore, tetraethylene glycol molecule acts as a Lewis base toward potassium cation dramatically lowering the electrostatic interaction with I anion and thereby "freeing" the nucleophile I^--^. Similar conclusions were obtained by Han et al.^[@ref28]^ in their study of the cycloaddition of CO~2~ and PO with KI as the catalyst.

###### Potassium and Iodine Calculated NBO and Hirshfeld Charges and K--I Bond Lengths of the KI Salt and KI-tEG Complex

![](ao0c01572_0007){#gr7}

The addition of the epoxide to the reaction system leads to the first intermediate, Int1_KI-tEG. Such an intermediate is 5.4 kcal/mol less stable than the KI-tEG mainly because of the entropic cost for bringing together KI-tEG and SO.

The optimized structure of Int1_KI-tEG shows that the activation of the epoxide occurs through the interaction of the O atom with the potassium cation, whose O--K bond distance is 2.820 Å, while both the hydroxyl groups are still involved in the interactions with iodine. This result is different from what is suggested by Kaneko and Shirakawa.^[@ref30]^ As mentioned above, the authors' suggestion is that styrene epoxide is activated via double hydrogen bonding with hydroxy groups of tEG. In another DFT investigation of the reaction of C~3~H~7~OMs with KF in tetraethylene glycol, Lee and co-workers^[@ref29]^ observed that only of the two OH groups of tetraethylene glycol forms a hydrogen bond with the fluoride nucleophile while the second OH group simultaneously activates the electrophile by hydrogen bonding toward the nucleophilic attacks of the fluoride.

Once Int1_KI-tEG is formed, the reaction proceeds through the epoxide ring opening by nucleophilic attack of the iodide ion. As already discussed in the previous paragraph, two pathways, α and β, have to be taken into account: I^--^ nucleophilic attack on the most substituted α carbon of the styrene epoxide (α pathway) and nucleophilic attack on the less substituted β carbon (β pathway). The calculated free-energy barriers are 28.9 kcal/mol for the α pathway and 33.1 kcal/mol for the β pathway, therefore favoring the α route by ∼4 kcal/mol. NBO charge analysis^[@ref39]^ shows a more negative charge on Cβ favoring the iodide nucleophilic attack on the more positive Cα (see [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf) reported in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf), SI) as already found for the KI-catalyzed system discussed previously. In the involved transition states, the unique imaginary vibrational frequency corresponds to the contemporary breaking of the C--O bond of the epoxide and the simultaneous formation of I-Cα (351.96*i* cm^--1^) in TS1α_KI-tEG and I-Cβ (422.85*i* cm^--1^) in TS1β_KI-tEG. Both the optimized structures of TS1α_KI-tEG and TS1β_KI-tEG show that the negative charge transferred to the O atom of the forming oxi-anion is stabilized by a hydrogen bond that involves one of the two glycol's hydroxyl groups. Therefore, the experimental suggestion of epoxide activation through H bond interactions can be confirmed by our DFT results as a way to stabilize the involved TS. This corroborates the conclusions by Lee et al.^[@ref29]^

These hydrogen bonding interactions are also found in all the subsequent intercepted TSs and intermediates along the overall reaction. The first step of the studied mechanisms represents the rate determining step for both α and β routes. In the formed intermediates, Int2α-KI-tEG and Int2β-KI-tEG, which lie at −6.2 and -- 7.7 kcal/mol, respectively, the oxi-anion species coordinates to the potassium cation. As already seen for the KI-catalyzed reaction, the insertion of the CO~2~ molecule onto the oxi-anion occurs without the existence of any transition state and the linear carbonate intermediates, Int3α-KI-tEG and Int3β-KI-tEG, are formed. The computed energy stabilization of Int3β-KI-tEG is 6.7 kcal/mol higher than that of Int3α-KI-tEG thanks to the contribution of a further O···HO interaction that is not present in the α intermediate (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The second and last step of the reaction mechanism corresponds to the ring closure and simultaneous release of iodide anion occurring through transition states TS3α-KI-tEG and TS3β-KI-tEG. The imaginary frequencies at 303.8*i* cm^--1^ for the α pathway and 412.8*i* cm^--1^ for the β route are associated to the formation of new C--O and contemporaneous C--I bond's breaking. The energy barriers computed for this step are 8.3 and 14.0 kcal/mol along the α and β paths, respectively. These results show that also the ring closing step is favored along the α pathway.

Therefore, our DFT results confirm the experimental findings showing that addition of tEG to KI results in improving significantly the catalytic performance. In fact, the energy barrier for the RDS in the presence of the KI-tEG complex is 6.9 kcal/mol lower than with KI alone.

2.3. Effect of Other Alkali Metal Salts {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------

In order to evaluate the effect of different alkali metal salts, the reaction was investigated in the presence of KCl, KBr, and NaI salts. Experimentally, low reactivities (∼0 and 4% yield) were observed with KCl- and KBr-tEG complexes. On the other hand, the sodium iodide (NaI) complex gave comparable results (68% yield) as in the case of the KI-tEG complex.^[@ref30]^

These trends were explained by the better ability of iodide as the leaving group and by the lower coordination ability of hydroxy groups.^[@ref41]^

In our DFT investigation, we first focused on the rate determining step that, as mentioned above, corresponds to the ring opening by nucleophilic attack of the halide. However, only the most favored α pathway has been investigated. [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} reports the calculated formation energies of MX-glycol complex (*G*~form~) calculated as the difference between the energies of MX-glycol complexes and the sum of the separated energies of MX and glycols:

###### Calculated Formation Energies (*G*~form~) of the MX-Glycol Complex and Energy Barriers of the Rate Determining Step (Δ*G* RDS) and Final Step (ΔG FS) Related to KCl, KBr, NaI, and KI Catalysts

  parameter              **KI**   **NaI**   **KBr**   **KCI**
  ---------------------- -------- --------- --------- ---------
  *G*~form~ (kcal/mol)   --31.4   38.1      --41.8    --39.5
  △*G* RDS (kcal/mol)    29.0     28.5      44.2      40.8
  △*G* FS (kcal/mol)     8.3      14.1      27.0      28.4

The computed barriers for the rate determining step (Δ*G* RDS) for all the alkali metal salts and for the carbonate cycle formations corresponding to the final step of the reaction mechanism (ΔG FS) are also reported.

The free-energy barrier for the reaction catalyzed in the presence of NaI is very similar to that of KI (28.5 and 29.0 kcal/mol). On the other hand, the energy barriers are much higher when the reaction is performed in the presence of KBr and KCl whose values are 44.2 and 40.8 kcal/mol, respectively. Our results confirm the observed experimental findings showing a lower reactivity of KBr and KCl catalysts in comparison with KI and NaI.

As mentioned above, the better performance of the iodide anion was explained in terms of lower coordination ability of hydroxy groups in the first formed intermediate, Int1, and better ability of I^--^ as the leaving group.

We, therefore, investigated these two aspects computationally. First, we compared the optimized structures of Int1 that are shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In Int1-KI-tEG, both Iodide and SO are above the plane formed by K-glycol, and the hydrogen atoms of the OH groups are directed toward the iodide anion establishing H bonds whose values are 2.722 Å (2.725 Å.) Int1-NaI-tEG shows an identical structure with OH···I bonds that are ∼0.18 Å shorter. On the other hand, Int1-KCl-tEG and Int1-KBr-tEG show different structures in which the halide anion lies below the K-glycol plane. The hydroxyl groups, pointing toward the anions, establish stronger H bonds as underlined by the shorter OH···Cl and OH···Br bond distances of 0.2097 (2.112) and 0.232 Å (2.254 Å), respectively. The longest X···HO hydrogen bond interactions in I-based intermediates explains the suggested lower hydroxyl coordination ability.

![Optimized structures of Int1-KI-tEG, Int1-NaI-tEG, Int1-KCl-tEG, and Int1-KBr-tEG along with OH···X bond distances.](ao0c01572_0004){#fig4}

We then calculated the energy barriers (Δ*G* FS reported in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}) involved in the release of the halide leaving groups that correspond to the final step of the already discussed reaction mechanism. In agreement with the experimental suggestions, our DFT results show that iodide is the best leaving group as confirmed by the lower energy barriers computed for KI-tEG and NaI-tEG complexes that are 8.3 and 14.1 kcal/mol, respectively. However, when the reaction is performed in the presence of KBr-tEG, the involved energy barrier becomes 27.0 Kcal/mol. Chloride is the worst leaving group with an energy barrier that is 1.4 kcal/mol higher than bromide.

2.4. Effect of Glycols {#sec2.4}
----------------------

In order to understand the glycol effect, we have also studied the reaction using ethylene glycol, EG, and 18-crown-6 complex,18-c-6. The latter one has no OH groups, and it has been chosen to clarify the role of the hydroxyl groups in the catalysis. In both cases, KI salt was used and only the RDS was studied.

A low yield of only 6% was observed experimentally in the presence of ethylene glycol. This yield slightly increases to 17 and 24% when dimethyl ether glycol and 18-crown-6 complexes are used, respectively. Those experimental findings could confirm the important role of the H atoms in the catalytic activity.^[@ref30]^

Our computed results show that the formation of the KI-18-c-6 complex, the energy of which is at 25.6 kcal/mol below the entrance channel of the reaction, is a highly exothermic process. On the other hand, KI-EG production involves a stabilization energy of 12.4 kcal/mol relative to the reactants' asymptote. This high difference in terms of stabilization energy of the formed complexes is explained by the presence of six oxygen atoms in 18-c-6 molecule that interact with the potassium cation located in the center of the 18-c-6 ring. The smaller EG molecule contains only two O atoms that interact with K.

The subsequent Int1-KI-18-c-6, is 6.2 kcal/mol is less stable than the previous one because of the entropic cost to bring SO close to KI-18-c-6. However, this entropic contribution is not significant in the case of Int1-KI-EG production. The involved energy barriers for the formation of Int2-KI-18-c-6 and Int2-KI- EG are 31.5 and 37.1 kcal/mol, respectively. Both the formed intermediates Int2-KI-18-c-6 and Int2-KI- EG are above the reactants' asymptote, lying at 8.5 and 19.4 kcal/mol, respectively. Also in this case, the bigger 18-c-6 molecule can stabilize the intermediate through O--K interactions better than the small ethylene glycol. All the discussed results are summarized in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} that shows the free energy profile and the intermediates and TSs involved in the rate determining step.

![Free-energy surface alongside optimized structures of minima and the transition state for KI-EG (solid line)- and KI-18-c-6 (dashed line)-catalyzed ring opening step on Cα carbon of SO. Energies are given in kcal/mol and relative to the reactants' asymptote.](ao0c01572_0005){#fig5}

The outcomes of the computational analysis carried out so far are in agreement with the experimental findings confirming that 18-c-6 complex is a better glycol for this reaction than EG.

Moreover, the stabilization energy of the KI-18-c-6 complex is ∼6 kcal/mol lower than KI-tEG, while its calculated barrier for the RDS is 2.5 kcal/mol higher than KI-tEG. This different behavior can be attributed to the lack of OH groups in the 18-crown-6 complex that, as suggested by experiments, are important for the efficient promotion of the reaction.

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

We provide a rigorous quantum-mechanical investigation of the mechanism of the cycloaddition of CO~2~ to styrene oxide, catalyzed by the bifunctional KI-tEG catalyst system. The outcomes of the computational analysis conducted here confirm the experimental trends showing that KI alone is not a good catalyst for this reaction. However, when tEG is added and KI-tEG complex is formed, the energy barrier for the epoxide opening with consequent formation of an oxi-anion species is ∼7 kcal/mol lower. Our DFT calculations confirm the experimental findings showing that tetraethylene glycol forms a complex with potassium iodide that significantly increases the nucleophilic ability of the iodide anion. In fact, the tetraethylene glycol molecule acts as a Lewis base toward potassium cation dramatically lowering its electrostatic interaction with I anion and thereby "freeing" the nucleophile, I^--^. These conclusions were confirmed by the decreased negative charge on I^--^ and positive charge on K^+^ calculated by NBO and Hirshfeld charge analysis and longer K--I bond distances in KI-tEG complex with respect to KI alone that corresponds to a weaker interaction between the two ions in KI-tEG than in KI.

The better catalytic performance of KI and NaI in comparison with KBr and KCl observed experimentally in terms of higher yields of iodide alkali salts was confirmed by our computational analysis showing the involvement of higher energy barriers when bromide and chloride salts are used.

The high computed energy barrier of 37.1 kcal/mol confirms the reported experimental yield of 6% when the reaction is performed using simple ethylene glycol and KI. Moreover, our DFT calculations reveal that the energy stabilization of KI-EG complex is the lowest among all the studied systems. The reason behind that is related to the small size of ethylene glycol with respect to the other investigated glycols and, therefore, its incapacity to establish interactions that stabilize the formed complex and all the following stationary points intercepted along the reaction path. On the other hand, 18-c-6 glycol misses OH groups involved in the formation of strong H bonds that contribute to the activation of the epoxide substrate and stabilization of all the involved stationary points. However, thanks to the presence of six O atoms in its ring, 18-c-6 glycol interacts with the potassium cation located in the center of the 18-c-6 ring, stabilizing the formed complex much more than ethylene glycol. Moreover, the additional oxygen atom of 18-c-6 glycol and the consequent formation of a further O--K interaction, plus the capability of 18-c-6 to "encapsulate" a potassium cation, compensates the lack of H bonds leading to a calculated energy barrier for the RDS that is only 2.5 kcal/mol higher than KI-tEG,

The computational results presented here offer an important rationalization of previous experimental observations and allow the development of more efficient catalysts for the synthesis of styrene carbonate via the reaction of styrene oxide and CO~2~ in the presence of KI-glycol complex catalysts. These findings are furthermore relevant for a more complete understanding of the cyclic carbonates formation reaction using CO~2~ as reactant.

4. Computational Protocol {#sec4}
=========================

All DFT calculations in this study have been performed using the Gaussian 16 suite of ab initio programs^[@ref42]^ employing the hybrid XC functional B3PW91.^[@ref43]^ This functional has been proven to give more reliable intermolecular interaction energy than other functionals,^[@ref44]^ such as the most popular B3LYP^[@cit38a]^ functional, for complexes involving strongly bound ionic hydrogen bonds such as those involved in our systems.

Preliminary calculations were performed anyway by employing the hybrid B3LYP^[@cit39a]^ functional and ω-B97XD functional,^[@cit38b]^ which uses a version of Grimme's D2 dispersion mode developed to properly take weak interactions into consideration, to test the reliability of the B3PW91 results for the specific system under investigation. The energy barriers for the epoxide opening step through the α and β routes have been calculated using all the three abovementioned functionals. The results, shown in [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information, confirmed the α route as the favored one. Particularly, the B3PW91 and B3LYP functionals give very similar energy barriers, confirming that replacing the VWN and LYP correlation functional in B3LYP with the Perdew/Wang 91 correlation functionals in B3PW91 has no effect for this specific system, while the inclusion of dispersion corrections in ω-B97XD functional seems to overestimate the energy barriers.

Frequency calculations at the same level of theory were also performed to identify all stationary points as minima (zero imaginary frequencies) or transition states (one imaginary frequency).

Standard 6-31+G\*\* basis sets of Pople and coworkers were used for all atoms except iodine, I, for which the relativistic compact Stuttgart/Dresden effective core potential^[@ref45]^ has been used in conjunction with its split valence basis set.

For transition states we carefully checked that the vibrational mode associated with the imaginary frequency corresponded to the correct movement of the involved atoms. Furthermore, the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)^[@ref46]^ method was used to check that the localized TSs correctly connect to the corresponding minima along the imaginary mode of vibration.

While the results in this work do not account for solvent effects, the validity of this protocol was verified by additional simulations (for more details, see S7 section in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf)). Both, a CPCM and explicit solvent model were applied for comparison. The commonly used CPCM^[@ref47]^ approach was found to be not reliable, which can be expected as the solvent is actively participating in the reaction mechanism. Nevertheless, these preliminary studies have also shown that here is good agreement between the gas-phase free energy barriers reported in the paper and those calculated using the explicit solvent model, underlying the reliability of the presented results and offering further information that can be directly compared with other studies where solvent effects were not considered.^[@ref11],[@cit22d],[@cit22e],[@cit27c]^ A systematic discussion of potential solvent effects using an explicit approach is beyond the scope here and will be left for future works.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572?goto=supporting-info).Atomic coordinates and free energies of all optimized stationary points and transition states ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c01572/suppl_file/ao0c01572_si_001.pdf))
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